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SJSU steering committee answers questions
By Sona Sharma
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The At’adeltIliC Steering Committee held a news
conk’ em e. Wednesday, to answer questions regarding the
Adeline Priorities Process. Provost. Linda
Bain, Kenneth Peter, chair of the committee, and
SsIvia II in liiiIson from the public affairs department
Wet C’ piiseni at the conference.
Presider’ Robert Caret and Bain established the
kir ines process to develop proposals on
Academh
him. the uniseisits c an meet the needs of its students
with its limited c esources.

A.S. Board
meets, talks
By Mark Kregel
Spartan Dai4 Staff Writer
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Caret to do
book review
By John Louis
Spartan Dad, Staff Wryter
SIS1

1St...1,11’11f Ittiirl I (.11(1 WIII I 1111.V.* Illf.

nil ot %%’cick I lie Dei Init. of the
book,
(cliitial !Aka tin( 1. and the Dawn of the Post!cretin Rilkin at 12 "III in in
Slac ket
the Central Classroom Ithlg Km 100. todas
Iii
Humanities
Sponsored
the
Dep.utment. this lei 11111. is pait of a booktalk
%VI le 1 01111111 led In featured speakers from
the lat lilts and .Art11111,09.0). in
"I he Illinimatties Department has been
sponsoring sin II in mit IV%IeWS 511111’ 111e
I’tft4 h," 1’1,41’181,1 ILISUI !Sil
said
Nell Aso scud that the Illicit is um,iluable

In the first phase of this process, seven colleges had
recommended various areas to redo, e and enlianie
within their departments. In the second phase, %shit Ii
is now in progress, the committee is studying the iccommendations that were made last spring.
The recommendations were based on «.! tain
points that were to be considered while evahlating the
filS1.." curriculum. These points were diK unimited and
approved by the Academic Senate three seats ago.
"It is vital that the university continuum lime genuine opportunities to communicate their t on, elm to
us," Peter said. "To achieve this goal. the t ommittee is

SPeed Read

Peter said these forums are important because "we
are still in the fat t-linding phase and nerd the feedback of the campus and II,111111tilliiV IX’it We coming to
a decisir III. Later, rile C1/1111111(lee will draft a plan chid
more open forums will lx’ held to get rem firms.
Bain said most (if the t kluges i in Campits
either be seen ol are being dist ils.sed. "Hiese changes
welt. started in pat I In the broad themes that
President Caret identified when he first came here.
Nlost i .1 them fit within his goals oh being sure that we
,ii I’ Cipei aline (Ile rulliCer’srIV.IS
etlet-tive’Is
We Can, she said.

KSJS,,.. the airwaves
Campus
station open
to everyone
By Cassandra Nash
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

For opportunities to be involsiii
in alternative to mainstream nimi,
stop by Hugh Gillis hail and sign up
for the ISTS-FM recruitment campaign before it’s too late.
The station is looking for tillIdellIS
Ill sign up and be part Cif the radio
stati llll It is also an opportunity to
gain experience with the Internet.
1"he entire student birds% int hiding
people who are not bri rad( air
majors, may apply and earn tip to
one to three iiii its.
"K.SIS’ primary goal is to ait ommodate the student count lllll i l y,"
said Keri Weigle, public ’elation%
direc till. "An% 1 1111) 1/11 d .11111)11S 1,111
Iii his MIN 11111e. we ale Well OMIT% With 1 pin aims."
meetings
lt.cs
1 he
station
’hiesclass at :",:30 111cc, wlun Iii’ open
Ill the publit .-We ale looking hit
simmilic. to do spi it !orations,
motions .11 C hilts and u cdii C man, ins
in and out iil the flay Ai ea. 11’e alsii
want anyone who is inteiested it
g .1 dist pia kes KNIS
bet
teptiblit an, demi lam ,gas and lesbian talk gimps ( hit publii al fans
iigram us something to tont hi
See KSJS, Page 4
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KSJS disc jockey Ray Abner who hosts the Darkwaves show every Tuesday from 2-6 p.m. can now be seen and
heard through the station’s website at http://ksistfksis.org

Death confirmed
3P8 lea Deny kW Repsr

Laurence Arellano slitfered a fatal heart attack
Spartan
at
Tuesday
Complex. He was pronounced (lead at the San
Jose Medical Center at
2:07 p.m. Arellano was an
employee in the Human
Per formanc e
department, where he worked
equipment
as an
attendant.
Laurence Mellen
He was described by
previous supervisor Gary
HALClit as a "quiet, easy-going guy." Coworker
Dennis Suit described his death as a shock, lie said
Arellano looked healthy when he had last seen hint.
He had a history of arterial problems, and had been
diagnosed with arteriosclerotic cardiovars ular disease. Arellano will he cremated by the Neptune
Society. He is survived by his wife Kathy.

See Review, Page 4

Spartan

pursuing two avenues. Fits! we ,ire planning a series of
publit tornms. Second, the c onunittee IS ( :11(.1(111 \’
leading every si lap oi utMen documentation proed till this point."
The Iiist of these open forums will be held ini
Ft irlay, Sept. 20. in 1’ashington Squaw Hall 109. It is
si lieduled limn 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
All speakei’S Will have ’he 111r11111VS (1 C .1f1111
Speelfie
1,11Cs. Speakel% will lime to I egistut themselves at the
loilim bv contai ting Filth animal Planning and
Resotitt es at 124-2-170 Ics 1.ednesdas, Sept. IS. The
«immittee %sill also Si ilk %%linen respi

CSU bosses get raises
Trustees approve pay increases for 20 of 23 campus presidents

Caret received a
raise from
$1 32,600 to
$138,576

11/11 ( SI 1 51 1 (1115,5 .11111 1 Cj
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(.S1 spiikeswiiman &urn Ni V., II V, wog said dm

Transportation

Iraq attacks

Alternative lc 11 iportation Fait WAS
held Weill’, sit IS on c cunpus,
emphasizing thi sper ial needs of
college sitidents and employees.

Saddam Hussein made good
N’echiesday tin threats to shoot at
.11nerirati %sailplanes, firing ilUd I’ lb
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Daughter helped through splinters, cuts, gouges,

No matter what, Dad was there
By Yulti Wedemeyer

fircepe’s Neighbothood

There are two roads in life
the right and the wrong one
Rimming Lite 1.1 Win k ill 100
dew CI’ W1,111111 111 Ille 111111
mile of the rho, something
that seems to happen to me est! s
so often, 1 stiaid %salting lin Inis 71
at the Inis snip 1 he small drops of
sweat were Iregniiiing to run (limn
my la, r %Arlen Ina, 1211 r
to .1
si tem !wig 11.111 labile nie
"1 1111111111
" 1 ihinight "%tube
this Inis will take nie to wink What
rlo 1 kw,
lose,"
Evidentls, 1 would lime a lin to
lose
Iii
I nue. sweat and rile] g
slit!
antl a c umuplm cul Hearts
I found nom II on the inher stile
iiitown liming to hike three ici
loin miles uphill ci, Ihr midst i ml
gi
heat
imsell, -1 Ins
1/.111. 11 .1111.".1, 1 glani erl at
11/ Ste 1111W
IIIN Is,lli 11
Idle 11 %%As
hitt ling ?}lc t11,111 I t’.11 II 111)4 tcc
111111k 1111 .111 Chl 11St., Ilke 1 S.11%
111,11’ 11111e
ti Aliens mitt
t.s.iii1411 no. 14( ests ht.( us ill a dog
.ittcat Iraqi me 411(1 1 1 All 1111el 111111.1
III 1111 11.11111.4 1111 el 111111 I 1111 11111
111/11 1111 11111111 V.1 /11..%)
1 1%.0 051114 11 1 /Mgt! ,cf,mciii
!Mill ills 111’1 15111’ III, lilt’
id In% Skill MI 1111 1111 1.1( 1, Ills
1.1( 1
sill 1.1 .111(1 (1.11111, shill I .11111
111.11 1 11.1% 1,s11 .111 111/111 .inch a half
nil
lair as I told im la iss ihe
triteIi Iii
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Relic, nog ciii this enlightening
esin I leric 1’ 11101%. I 1(..111/C11 111.1I I
11%11 111 11 mini, 111111g. besides .11s.is
.isk the tins .11 itet while ic is
gt.ing and ill ,e1 iTS 1.11. mg .1 Inis
1.1tinli.it will in Hal
th.it %%As !hot
th glee hem.
ni.tin twit s ill inn iii,s is. 111.1ke
1111,141.s. ,I11111.11 111 1.11.1111..., the
cshlii.g fins. 11111 11 1%1 111.11 legret
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thiusni 111.11 . If 1 1..11111 1.III \ 1111
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this st . ins
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iihentinien. in I. it t iii til
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makc timtakes and
take the wrong mines al nines r on c
rung 1.11111 1111 1,11/11%,
slops, missing at some task, c housing between 1111 11 11111 .111(1 W11.11 We
(11111.1 1/4.1111 11/ 111.11. 1.11111 and self wham e. and 1111. list goes tin and

Atiil wlicti we do take the wourig
funs
We i .111’1 go bar k
and take the I ighit one; we’re scut k
dealing
with
wheirvet it
with
ditips us . ill. 1.Ve ate lotted to hike
’01111 mini we get no when. we
gn.
iii ugiui,clls intended
stmt., il iic
I liii iii h
hertioni."
well in "The
"It yin’ la int tithe wrong train, it
t int
us iiiuse i tinning along
doi in the other dile( riot’ nunicuinug
ci
the
wrong
t eilaitils
duet non liii the lin.. I cm. lk WI 1111(1 II .1 11.111 110111 Ille 111111 h good
11.1 mg de; ’slims ale c
Alld II WWI s11111’ -- I le,11 11111 111,11
1111- 11.11(1 WAN
Ii111111.)ellel, A 1.1111111.111 11.11.1111
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5515’ II. t lit Ise Ill Lae 1111. 11.1111 1)1
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and glad to go the way which I am
being led."
!hid Bonin idler stepped tui the
!lain of passivity he would have
forever lived in regret. The same
can Iw said for Martin Luther King
It., who, if he had not hopped on
the Hain cifi ivil rights, would have
been a victim of a slower, slug
paced process that would have
headed nowhere. Instead, he
at fed and took the ccliii t train,
the train to terdom at whatever
«pas
"1 lc (the nom ()Min tnisti ter lignites that social c hange will not
«nue met night, vet he winks as
though it is an imminent possibility," King said.
Though we may tit may not be
far cid with der isinus as tough as
these two men, we too, have stations ill ,i111 lists Miele WV 11111S1
Make (lealy der mons that «nicer n
our Intuit aspitatic ills and dt twns.
hit instant C, ken e is 111e S1A11011
Where We 11111%1 (111 ide whether to
continue on with init. education.
the 11.101111 tit what we will major
in, what we will be willing to stand
rip lot, live for and the for, and %I/
1111.
Suiing to make the tight der r
mons fin inn Intim. is imperatise
to being able to use with iiiitseles
and our commitments. W’r need to
gnu 1/111 1.11111, (11141111 411(1 1 1 /11 V1(
iii iiis.1 1 11.111( e III 111111.1 111 find 5,11 slit tion in mu souls II we dt in.!
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1 M151.11111% find i,imi wises hiking tip
the hills and salles tit Iry et.
(
as Hui I .irenleal tint e said.
"Fcti 1.1 All S,1111 WI 11 (Is (>1 1ipttgtiv tit
pen, the saddest air these. ’It
might hase been I- ill/if hit apa is a Spartan flails
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11111111/t
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the Reelation al die ...tine nine
"ItISt( :1 1,"
Anil that wind will send t lull thoingh Illelt 1.111111S
then mother ship
.11111 111.5 will tmlmfI.iil 11,i, k
sc training ill imilcIl. punt lung the lispeispat e button
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%%All ?Ale\ mlliumn
11111111
1.15 111.1111 knee. .111 these sal 1u’11 ..11 I its tall PI e she
11111g1). I guess she lust wanted to mutate
lm’s 111 1111.
1111’ 11111) 1/Ile (11
111.1, sc 11111’Whele 11111 111111’ III the WS111111% their Ale
,111111%. W11111111’1 Itug in hushed antl feat Itil times the

wind, "Bingo "
4111III 1.112.7J117/11 it II

c hipped porc elain and had gouged a hole right
around all the necessary arteries and tendons in my
wrist.
On my senior u ip in high school, I Was sideswiped
by a sedan in a hit-and-run accident while I was driving a sr tuner in sandals, shorts and a tank top. My
injuries only went skin deep, but it was almost impos-

sible to sit, bend, stand and lie down for a while. It
was my dad who &mimed 11w graduation cake two
days later with a ccci ’turnout vc le i rasher’ in the icing.
Ile also was the one who helped Me wash my hair
those fit St «mph- of days.
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ers before myself al 111 111.1% to take care of myself.
He has been my role model, my biggest fan and my
unfailing encouragement. He has made me laugh
before I even knew I needed it.
’Through him, I’ve learned that materialism is
unworthy of ’muslin, and that the love of my family is
the greatest blessitug I have.
Though I’ve depended on him less and less for
comfort and support, he is the standard against which
I subconsciously measure my friends and peers. But,
he probably does not know it.
We all get older and forget the simple lessons
learned as children. We get caught up in the worries
of the day and neglect the u-uly meaningful happenings of life. Relationships and old friends someumes
slip between the cracks of a busy schedule.
But, what is fulfilling in this life? Not the job or the
money, but love, friendship, and giving tic others fill
me with happiness.
!lave you told the in it’s you love how much they
hase meant to you lately? Perhaps telling them will
give vou a little lift, too.
Mull I was kounger, I told my clad I loved him
evens night lx-lote I win tto sleep. When I was a child,
I knew what was important.
Fula Werletrieler 0

a .Spar tan

Dial:s Stall Writer.

Letters to the Editor
Genitalia no different
than arms or legs
Regal cling yout attic le "Huge,
hairy naked men wave thrill big
cracks at columnist."
Shallow egos similar to ’,mils
seem tic ,111,VAN’s he correlating
nudity with sex. %Olen the two are
flirt ’s
quite distinct Seeing .
penis, v.cgici.c 1)1 1/I CAMS 1.11.1111thlt
he shameful tit gtoss. W’e all have
them, just like Mlles, legs and lingets. but, I guess sill 111% has Net 10
te:111/e Ille different e. \inn at tic le
was A.11 affirmation of that. In addi-

tion. we i an’t all le endowed with
a 111111 1/111h1(111e111(1 11.11 bet WWII
11.1%e 1111 qualms c inning ac loss
shin, mule female sunbathe! s that
were int:tiding citi scum spar I. Cal
mei min sell.
soinci mlii usualls feels
that he has to state iliat lir’s 111)1
111allip1101111 then he Inc ’,bah’s still
has some issues atm nit In ill’. 11.1.1.1111.11. %el 1.1 111.,11 W1111
.1111S t11,11
Ple.1Se, S11.111.111 10,111,stoIc wastR1111 1111.111R 1.11111ing mini
11 ill Ille1 es AIN all Ille appalling «ist
cif C11111.1111)11, 11.111’ ( nilicus, cimsiummic
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A word that will shatter alien worlds
Rs I aim’ I ..o/ai 1111

hen I was a child, I knew what was important. Making mud pies and constructing
indoor tents, catching lizards and frogs, and
climbing trees and fences. I went through my share of
Toughskins.
I got splinters in the top of my nose once when I
ran into the telephone pole that served as our neighborhood home base during hide-and-seek games. I
remember my dad coming out of the house to take
those splinters out.
When I was learning to ride a hike, my first
moments of independent pedaling came moments
before I veered off the sidewalk and crashed my bike
into a tree. Amazingly, I never felt the impact, but
found myself suspended in the air as an invisible
hand held fast to the back of my jacket, saving nie
from disaster at the final minute. I remember hanging for a few seconds, filled with relief before feelingthankful toward my dad.
In second grade, I remember the time in the emergency waiting room at the hospital when my dad magically «injured up a bag of peanut M&Ms and had
everyone in the family take a guess at how many candies were in the bag prior to countiiig them out, in
order to offer a distraction from the pain and the
hole in in left arm. I had fallen on a piece of

My dad has been through these and so many more
accidents and emergencies, it’s a wonder he’s made
it. But, he has had his help. I’ve got two dads. A heavenly Father and an earthly one, both of whom have
been directly responsible for keeping me alive and
molding my character. My dad has been a pretty good
reflection of my heavenly Father,! think.
He has shown me how to do a job well and to do
my own automobile tune-ups. My dad has given me a
love for sports, reading and learning. He has taught
me to respect others and tit treat them how I’d want
to be treated. He h -is taught me how to forgive and
how to ask forgive ss. Ile has taught me tic put oth-

I Isla Riggs
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Opinion Page Policies

All Spartan PSiyreeders are encouraged to express them wives on the Opinion page with a Leiter no the Editor whk.h
should he 300 words or lest
letters or viewlevnts must he typed and may be
*put in the Letters to the Editor hos at the Spartan Daily office
In Dwight kernel bail. room 201
*taxed 10 14011 ali4-M131 or
smelled to the Spartan Daily Conlon Page Editor. School of
Journalism and Mass Corr.rr....!n!cai!cins San lose State
tintversity. One Washington Square. San lose. CA 951914149
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and
may be edlled for dark,. grammar, libel and length.
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and Mcas Communications or 51SU
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PEOPLE

Sigma Omicron Pi
"Ladies Nite Out" - Miniature
Golfing 7pm
Meet in front of Student Union; call
Elaine 288-8799
Associated Students Program
Board
Ochre (Australian band) concert
12pin
Student Union Amphitheatre;
call events line 924-6261

Weekly Calendar
Akbayan aub
information
table/Recruitment
Week 9am-3pm
In front of Student Union; call
534-1140

TODAY
Daily Ma.%
12:05pm-12:35 pm
John XXII Center, across from
SJSU theater; call Ginny 9381610

Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Rush event/Information night
any questions about the fraternity:.
7:30 pm
Pacheco Room, Student Union; call
Jimmy Mach 288-6902

SJSU Mariachi Workshop
Instrumental
and
vocal
instruction by professional
mariachi musicians. Open to
students and community.
7pm-9:30pm Music building,
room 165; call 924-4675

NPPA - Student Chapter
Intern Night -Students show
work from this past summer;
7:30pm
Dwight-Bentel Hall, room 202;
call Aaron Suoui 9243258

LLDSA
General meeting 1:(10pni
Costanoan Room, Student
Union; call Edward Tripp 924-4413
Forum 12:30 pm San Jose Instutute
66S. 7th at 286-3313

YORK (Al’)
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said in a " /ay & Date" in [el view
schedultil to an W’rilnemlav.
"But it’s time to go.... I think it’s going to be
time to move on."

escaping
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to
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two

will

Finnlys and the praise of critics.

Career Center
How to Write a Resume
12:30pm
Room, Student
Almaden
Union; call 924-6033
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Leno plugs plants
SALISlil’

rights pioneet Rosa

Civil

l’arks gets so mut iimail she’s ti tell lit answei

lOtt
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Ci/11111111ell

season ithlease of "The People vs

hum Petty’s mill -

iii 22 years is free
lane Petty has filed for separation from the
leader (il lom Petty and the Heartbreakers, Cit-

Petty,

ditt

hen!!

that the Motion l’it lute Ass, it Ian, nt itt Amei it a

!Lige

"You Don’t Know How It Feels." His hits
include "Free Fallin- and -Don’t Do Mr Like
l’har"

I.1

tIV.

011111111)i:I

Petty s marriage rocky

the beans about Salisbury State l’iliversitv.

tL-"’ 111,I
1111, I.111
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Campus Democrats
Weekly meting Spm
Pacheco Rm, Student Union
call Darren 3641243
.il).11111 ())11111 IN 0

1.(iS AN( .1 I ES (Al’) A movie poste! trawling Wood% Ilaiirlson wearing Ui Ante’ ican

011I ad materials reflect the spirit il the mi.% it’s

hate a I ’I-year’s Id daughter.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Game day 2:30-5 pin
Ahnaden Rm, Student l’inon
Janetta 225-2224

Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible Study 4-apm
John XXIII Center, across
from SJSU Theatre;
call Fr. Dave 938-1610

Christian Fellowship
Nrelleriiiig 12pin
Room,
Student
Pacheco
Union;
call Lindell Bennett 267-5787

NEW

I

Contravention Theatre Group
Show: The Rape of Callisto
7:00pm Hugh Gillis Hall, room 226;
call Lance 270-0857, ext. 33

Harrelson diapered

Braugher knows exit time

lilt’" begins its fifth season this fall,

Society of Women Engineeers
1st general meeting
12pm-1:20pm
Engineering building, room
343;
call Carla Ratcliff 924-3909

’The listening How
Lisa Marie’s au Quartet &
John David Thomsen, piano:
Bach Sc Chopin
12:30prn-1:lapm
Music building, Concert Hall;
call 9244631

Rosa Parks writes back

lie spent the summer playing the title role
ill the New York Shakespeare Festival’s production of "Henry V" in Central Pitrk.

FRIDAY

American
Society
of
Mechanical Engineers
General meeting 11:30am
Engineering building - see flyers for room no.; call Mike
Kearny 268-4950

Society
of
Professional
Journalists
Brainstorm meeting for events
and
fundraising; new members
wekome 1pm
Dwight-Bentel Hall, room 209,
Spartan Daily Conf. Room; call
Rowena 286-7193
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without IBM
mputers
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Disco
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0

Clean-up with
a CD ’PACKAGE
of the hottest
SOF’IWARE
Just when she met the man of her dreams, her husband showed up
1 800-4IBM-LOAN

r.
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student, faculty
And staff financing.
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Buy an IBM PC 340 or
350 desktop computer
and an IBM Multimedia
Kit. And you’ll get a CD
software package that includes Windows 95,
Lotus SmartSuite. Netscape Navigator, World
Book Multimedia Encyclopedia and the Infopedia
collection of essential reference software.

See campus
f:nitipliter store
for details

Buy a ThinkPad and you’ll get Windows 95 aiiul
Lotus SmartSuite You can also take advantage
of special student, faculty and staff financing
Just call 1-800-4 IBM -LOAN for information
Hurry, visit your campus computer store taly
After all, no one looks
good in a checkered
apron.

the Fine line Features Web Site et tittp://www.111.teml

Opens September 13th, At Theatres Everywhere.
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KSJS: College station broadcasts day and night
From page 1
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and
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blues

From page 1
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Ii om

and

commercial, evolving general
interest publication, dedicated to
providing music, entertainment
and information on leisure activities, college life, and social issues
relevant to San Jose State
University and the surrounding
community. KSJS was licensed in
1963 by the FCC to the state of
California.
For more information see Mike
Adams or Kim Massey.
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Dick Staley, SJSU employee transportation coordinator, spent the afternoon Wednesdaymanning the
booth at the Alternative Transportation Fair located directly in front of the Central Classroom Building.
The fair was aimed at promoting environmentally friendly forms of transportation and featured an electric car display, free merchandise, and a mountain bike giveaway.
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First confirmed Iraqi fire at U.S. jets
SULAN’MANIYAH, Iraq (AP) Saddam Hussein made good
Wednesday on threats to shoot at
American wiu-planes, firing on F-Iti
jets trying to enforce a "no-fly"
zone in mintier!’ Iraq. The jets
were not hit, but the United States
responded by sending B-52s to the
region.
It was the fiist confirmed Iraqi
file at U.S. aircraft after days of
claims front Baghdad that it was
shooting on warplanes. In less than
two weeks, Saddam and Kurdish
allies have seized control itial overrun the Kurds’ northern "safe
haven" despite LS. attempts to
resuain the It am leader
When LS. it inst. missiles were
heuncheil at haqi military targets
iii soulful ii Iraq last week, a defiant Saddam said he would no
It nger respee t the no-tly times covering halt his (minty and would
shoot down U.S. and allied warplanes.
The Pentagon si i I one missile
WiLS fired Wednesdas at two F-1 6s.
In response, Pentag.,n officials said
two II-52s bombe’ s hased iii Guam
would lie u clot ated on the island
of Diego (1at. it in the Indian
( )(van.
Odle’ possible militars tesponses are mulct «,nsidei alio’’, including the placement of se«yid air( toll (mite" and F-117 bombers in
the. region, militaiN mollies said in
W’ashingion.
"We reset se the right to take
at lion to pi,itty t out pilots who
ate enfoi. tog Illt. 111 1-11y /1/11CS 1/1/1h
1(11 111/1 11111 11 11.111 and soothe’ n
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Eagle lighters to lot ate thermssile
lano.ii site. but they were ’mem., esshil.

On the Iraqi side, a U.N. team
was mobbed by refugees when it
went to investigate the scene at the
border. Refugees surrounded the
U.N. vehicle and wouldn’t let the
officials leave for almost two hours,
said one U.N. official speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The Kurds fleeing into Iran
included fatal Taliban and other

commanders of the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistaii, the losers in
the week of fighting in northern
Iraq, said border guards speaking
on condition of anonymity.
At the United Nations, haq
complained
about
Preside!’ t
Clinton’s offer to help Iraqis
escape from northern Iraq and
warned it will take "all steps it

deems necessary" to defend its terI ii011 11 11111 1 S. ’_lggtession.
In lettets to Sect etary-Genet al
RouttosItt os-Gliali and the
Seeiii in. Council, It i( complained
that linton’s offer constituted illegal intei terene e in Iraqi internal
MLitt s. I N soui ces, speaking on
condition ot anonymity, said the
lettei s we! c Tee eked late Tuesday,

hut they refused to release the text.
Clinton said Monday. the United
States was trying to help anyone
who needs to escape the fighting
in northern Iraq, but "our ability
to control intental events in Iraq is
limited."
In Sulaymanivah, the IWP
troops flaunted their new authority
after capturing the city from the

Patriotic Union of Kurdistan. KDP
fighters carrying AK-47 rifles rode
through the streets in pickup
trucks decorated with yellow flags
and streamers. About ’20 miles
northeast of Sulaymaniyah, KM’
fighters looted everything they
could carry from the headquarters
of the Iranian -allied Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan.
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Lush enthralls The Edge
By Christine Ann limas
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

with a sensuous performance
When a fan climbed
onstage and gave
Berenyi an unexpected hug and a
peck on the cheek,
she appeared to be
amused and said,
"Oh, he walked up
here so easily,
thought I knew him.
That never happened to me before.
That was kind o
nice."
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Get a FREE smoothie or
coffee drink when you buy one
at regular price with this ad!
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c ci iii iii ml I tislia r ptofessi or at
I hit ii.11111/111 11111111,.." sass Inn Niche,.
Edwin tm t t I 111%rIsth f 11 1.1.1111SVIV,4111.1 and author of "The Lindbergh
ase
Stephen Mt inlet, ’milli(’ t hid iii t :offstowii. N 11 , anti (la-author cif
rime (if the I emu’s,- a Nita,. not r ttttt tact to the movie, and von get
a ((impiety’s different view
.114,1111(.1 pit Act lilt ti, M(PIIII.1 says the first plat e volt start AII
li, who
1111. !spy is with the familv. Ile pimits tti Stiwi S
III
Another mii.tti It thowning het two ’mains before she t infessed
i

1.111(lbetgli, 1111111.1 «/IlIe1111%,
kidnappingmast- "
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his r liiltt
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and "lain i-

mud a

"1 1t was 1,111111 f’« 1’111111 mid in in’, view .1 sers’ stiatige maiu. lust two
f kiwi and allowed the whole
months 11..111111 111. 11111 111f. 1h41/y III
thy (1111(1 thiti !wen kidnapped."
lit
Sit
1111/VIC 111.11S 1111 little in settling the baby ion tiliVerS%, 11’s
Mlle 1111011MM’ .1 Irell 111111 111/111 retired (km If. Norman St imarikopf.
1 he II111%11. pAlill% his father N111111411 St liwatikopf, wilt a headed the
is
tulip! InVeStigAiti or who bent the law to get
Lindlwrgli
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Lush lived up to its name
Friday night, giving an intoxicating and sensuous performance at The Edge in Palo
Alto.
The England-based, alternative-rock band performed
songs from their latest CD
"Lovelife," along with tracks
from their previous CDs,
"Gala," "Spivilky" and "Split."
"(The concert) was amazing.
It brought back so many memories," Shane Kato, an SJSU
industrial design major, said.
Roo has been a devoted Lush
fan since she was in high
school.
The crowd was particularly
mellow and included an eclectic mix of teenyboppers and
college-age fans.
For Angela Clement, an
at
major
architecture
CalifOrnia
of
University
Berkeley, the highlight of the
concert was watching lead
vocalist/guitarist Miki Berenyi
perk irm.
"I love Miki. She’s so talented and beautiful. She has her
own style, which I It we,"
regarding
Clement
said,
red,
trademark
Berenyi’s
Manic-Panic locks.
Berenyi, along with lead guiEmnia
tarist/vocalist
Anderstin, drummer Chris
Arland and bassist Phil King,
started off the set with
leavenly lit idles," from their
CD "la ivelife," and the perforIllallUe was cm miplimented by a
light show. Berenyi’s sassy attitude was a compelling contrast
to Anderson’s subtle vigil essions.
Berenvi’s voice ranged frinn
soft and plavf ul in the song
500," lii stning and ion dui in
song,
hit
band’s
die

"Ladykillers."
"I like them because their
songs are
not
shallow,"
Clement said. ’They’re a great
band because they write songs
that deal with important
issues."
"Lovelife" features songs
that contain topics such as
molestation, prostitution and
The band is
self-esteem.
known for its easygoing manWhen a fan climbed
ner.
onstage and gave Berenyi an
unexpected hug and a peck on
the cheek, she appeared to be
amused and said, "Oh, he
walked up here so easily, I
thought I knew him. That
never happened to me before.
That was kind of nice."
Fans are impressed by
Lush’s unique blend of soft
harmonies and pop rock.
"They put on a good show,"
said Bryant Wang, an SIMI
senior majoring in illustration.
"They play diverse songs."
Some music listeners who
are just being introduced to
Lush’s music prefer their
’They’re
dance tracks.
okay, but I like their faster
songs, such as ’Single Girl’ and
’Runaway.’ The slower songs
put me to sleep," said Scott
Thrasher, an SIR/ mechanical
engineering major.
Devoted fans, however, continue to be impressed by
Lush’s diverse songs and their
evolution into a more poppysounding style. "I remember
hearing their first album anti
phenomenal
their
loving
Gregory
sound,"
said
Shonstein, a long-time Lush
fan who has seen them perform two times.
-Thenst ingwriting and playing skills are done to perfection. They’re a great band to
see play live in «merit."
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Free movie tickets

Former Go-Go shows
she’s still ’got the beat’
By Laura Lazzarini
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
It was downright chilly at The
Agenda as Jane Wiedlin, former
founder of the Go-Go’s, and her
new band Frosted cast a cold spell
on the house Tuesday night.
This was one of the many stops
on the road as Wiedlin charted
took
her new destiny, and
Frosted up interstate 1-5 from Los
Angeles to the Agenda lounge.
"Oh my god, I feel like 1 know
every inch of that road." Wiedlin
said about Interstate 1-5 in an
interview last Friday afternoon.
Judging by the amount of energy Wiedlin let loose Tuesday
night, she showed that she still
has ’*got the beat."
Take Valley Girl spunk and
update it Generation X style, add
smart drinks, a dash of Nirvana
and Green Day, and you will come
close to recreating the secret
recipe for the band Frosted.
"We are basically a heavy metal
band, feel free to bang your
head." Wiedlin said.
A few did. One man whipped
his head to such extent, that he
should have been wearing A neck
brace for the rest of the year.
(insists of Jane
Frosted
Wiedlin, main vocalist and group
founder; Lance Porter, drummer
and vocals; Brian Waters, guitarist;
and Sean Demon, bassist.
Frosted is a large departure
from Wiedlin’s days on the classic
MO’s girl band, the Go-Go’s. The
difference between Wiedlin ’s new
band and the Go-Go’s according
to Wiedlin is "my band is y
g
and studly."
’Medlin didn’t name her band

out of homage to a Slurpee, but
said it fit the title of Frosted’s new
album and single, "Cold."
One of the guests, Baron
Arnold thought the sound was so
loud that it gave him a brain
freeze.
"It’s f- - - ing super loud.
Someone should tell those sound
guys to turn it down a notch."
Arnold said. Several of the 100 or
so audience members said the

Wiedlin was getting down with her bad self on the floor,
cradling her guitar and crooning, in her Minnie Mouse
post-helium cocktail voice.

Just when she met the man of her
dreams, her husband showed up to ruin
everything. "Feeling Minnesota". starring
Keanu Reeves and Cameron Diaz,
opens Friday, September 13.
You can see it before it hits the theaters The first 50 students to stop by the
Information Center, located in the
Student Union, today, will receive tree
tickets an advance screening tonight.
The showing is at the United Artists theater in the Pavilion at 7:30 pm.

Take Valley Girl
spunk and update
it Generation X
style, add smart
drinks, a dash of
Nirvana and Green
Day, and you will
close
to
come
recreating
the
secret recipe for
the band Frosted.
same thing.
Wiedlin seemed to thrive on
the intense S4 mnd and frequently
beninced an lllll d the thaw as it
she was receiving electric shocks
through her shoes.
Wiedlin WAS getting down with
her bad self on the than., cradling
her guitar and creaming, in her
Minnie Mouse post -helium cocktail voice.
This electric intensity apparent
from the first song "Cold," slum tle
the hopes of any audience member who was holding out for
Valley girl-like-totally-bitching-like
Go-Go’s session
Wiedlin wrote huff 14 the stings

photo courtesy of Geffen Records
Go-Go’s session
Wiedlin wrote lour of the songs
on the Cold album with former
Go-Go
band mate, Citation(’ ( alles. hut
the Gik ;0’s s
lat its stops dice(
IA’iedliii took the attelicne c on a
jotioics 1111,, ihe :km1111.111 mill

L1111 11111111 with
111C song
Arnett:iced.
1 was thinking of all those
militia groups on the rise .inci
fen% the% think." she said.
111%11
lit skill was also at a
high, exemplified lw \1’11111111’s
lightening tinge’ guitar in ks, and

Potter’s watimi drimi beat.
Drummer, Lance Put ter, tali
said, "1 want to see the world on
this," lias high hopes lot the iouulti 10111 01
With
101) of the W01111
type attitude. Itom the gins in
onibmatinei
epito-

this could picipel
the timid to heights equal iii liii’
Old top of mountain 1(2.

Ramen?
TOP
of
Sick
Diversify Your diet with local, cheap eats around campus
By Christine Ann BRIMS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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olltge student diet?
Ate you tired of the (et lllll
1/e sou want a bleak horn pasta, soda. lip Kamen, ii1111
11111 IIIWASC Inipt 01
..ifeteria,
tOOI S11111(111 1 ’1111111
Itu At1(1111011 ill/ the Spat Lin
thu sit VC (ICI C111 100(1 .1101
111CIC Mt’ 111/0 CS 111 C.I1 0111111
W1111.1 ill am 511111 WAIIC1
MIC1 long hoots snicking at (:latk [Anal’s, students c an walk
1.111
m toss the street ni l’eainitsc %.11111141111 shop loc mud I PO

Fe.,.bi
.

Sorel
-hakes saticlwic lie’s ate 0111

c heap and edible food," I lot now ’s,’ said. "1 Ilk,. I lei]
"They
grilled beef sandwe It Thrs’ie cell% a f11/11.11 "
111111’
Alan/Ugh /.01111. SIIHICIIIS m .1111 .1110111 to gum lull 10 1..11
.11111 011/-1
111/111) pia( cs lii utitul (.111111115 !hal ploSific quit k
.1111/01.11/11 .111(1 1111111C !TWAIN

Around campus there are
meals that are not only less
t han $5 but are also edible

I 31) 1/.111.
If you’re iii thu nail iii fen Chinese timid and d1/ 111ff IIAVC much
time lxtween u lasses, Little Palat it is quit k and aflendable. 1 A Hated
s, little Pala( e offers hint h specials for $3.95.
nglit next to Pe.
Among the heti( es students have to C Intiiw from are beef with
hoe i uli.c hit ken with lilac k bean %amt., or 1111111.1111 ti llll aced !mirk,
whit hi set-W(1 with fried won hilt. SICAMed Me Mid 11111 ICA.
Will( II MC tutuReS1.1111rAIIIS .01(1 fast fluid plAi CS offer VAIIIC
sun1C111 Anti ant it (labile. Pizza-a-ge I-1{t P. 111( Aled Al 117 F.. SAII LAIIOS
S11 CC1, Odels a ;peat value meal Students t an get a slit r of pizza,
salad and regtilat wilt drink for pis( Si.
fat k In The Rox, lot met’ at I 4M E. San Carlos Street, also, offers
llenvevei. their best selling timid arc 5.99 items.
valor meals
"Students !rally like out Jumbo Ja k, IID ken %AWN* ID’S, and mien
INN AIM/ I/I ale salute. Ear It of them are nintty-riitie cents," said managtr Mahesh (;ogri.
Whit Aft* extremely valtie-conscie ins, the hest plat.’ 10
eat for Ititich around 1 amptis is Dakaer. Dakao is 11K-A1rd at .4ti
San Salvadot. Renelyn liormigovr, A senior maiming in health sci
II at Dakao regularly.
tin t. CMS I

CINEBAR
A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs and Fighting!
CINIMAR
69 I . San Fumanti
orrwr of 2nd)

HOT NEW LIVE "BAWDY CASTE" EVERY SAT.

.

i"g 1""1.teriyaki
"Students also prefer rem.Illis
’yet.. "!("v"1":11411"
entitle
ken or beef, whit It mmes with voin
d fries, salad .ir nee."
%.,11(iwt( firs and teriyaki
Thy nil
meals I eni1 53.05 Alltl $3.25, respectively. Peanuts also Sells gyros
r111(1
sandwic lies and burgers Their peak hemp: .trt between II

(h.,;(t.,
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CHOW YUN-FAT FESTIVAL!
HONG KONG’S ACTION SUPERSTAR’

Iri!tti.

366 S.First St.
998-3300

.0
1 .

IRocKr" SNOWS
SATURDAY AT MIONI4114T:
ALL ,SIATS S S.00

HEY SI PAAJLIAN FANS,
(*t ANY I PLANS!
After the Stanford game in Palo Alto, make the
Sports Bar at Hyatt Rickeys your meeting place.
Catch all the college scores and highlights on our
two big screens and 1 2 televisions.

9/16 17
9123 24
9/30-10/1
107 8

THE GOD OF GAMBLER’S PLUS GOD OF GAMBLERS RETURN
A BETTER TOMORROW PLUS A BETTER TOMORROW II
FULLCONTACT PLUS RICH AND FAMOUS
THE KILLER PLUS PRISON ON FIRE

70tefte 3

1433 The Alameda

287-1433

Cinema Hong Kong shows every
Monday & Tuesday at the Towne
Free parkin across the street from theatre

BURGERS AND HOT WINGS POOL TABLES
EIGHT MICROBREWS DRINK SPECIALS
HOME OF THE FAMOUS $5 PITCHER
JUST 10 MINUTES FROM STANFORD
I I -.--\-_I I
4219 IL (AMINO ItiAl PAIO Al 10 , A 94106 , All 415 494

lop,’
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San Jose Giants get caught in eye of storm
By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Strong pit( hing and timely hitting It’d the I.itke Elsinore Storm
1,, a
vi( tory over the San Jose
,iarrtsit the first of a beta-a-1We
gaint set for the California
I.eague
Championship
Wednesday at Municipal Stadium.
1Ninning pm her Kyle Sebach ol
the Smi ii, sum k out five batters
and vi,1,1,4 only five hits through
right innings, while first baseman
1 /mins Ituxhallni led Storm batsIrs going 3-lor-4 with two singles and a two-run homer that
sut mud
vi( tory.
’Hi, two teams meet again for
gam,. 2 today at 7:15 p.m. at
ipal Staditini.
"I believe that in a series like
this you need ((insistent pitching
and good defense," Sind Storm
Manager Mitch Seoane. -If we
, millilitre to get firmly hiLs, I think
that we tart be sit, essful. l’in not
saying we’re going to win tinnorlow, but I do think we’ll be in it."
Si’. //WC went into Wednesday’s
MaIlle 1 aulious of Ilit7 ( :tants speed
on the base paths, but he saw how
last they «mkt do things on
defense as well. After Giant starting pit, her Darin Illood walked
the lead-off batter in the fourth
inning, scrond baseman Chris
Smith ( Install a shot to left field
would have dropped if not for a
this mug Tim Garland, who made
the lust inn and saved an extra
"(The Giant outlitIdtrs) saved
three rims out there tonight,"
Semitic said "W’e’re going tn irS
In kelp Ihr11 last guys in the out
livid and oil the bases. We’d like
to pit, Ii mr their big guys bat, her
Ltaig !slaves and first baseman
lestis
with no one else 1/II
( ;Ian I Martagcr Carlos I .c/t alio
said lit’ wasn’t pleased with his
team’s perfr rr triarir e.
"Wi r ommitted two villas al
1111111 6.1"d 11Ia1 n 1/S1 In and out t1-2
pm lung isn’t secs, good MIMI,"
11.1/1.
Said. "INCre also ii, ii
swinging Ilic hats too good r tglii
1111W VI
to pHs !miter
dehtise tomorrow and make
th,iii heat us."
I hr only heavy hitting lor the
I :tants t. awe on a triple by Chris
Van Kr ’smut], who was left stranded dIFIC III
Iddl rrlrnurrg, .11111
111.111.1 whin I
III
1/1/111I1111/11111 111111h. lInt that .111
I datils , rrrrlrf musicr as thus lost
1 he ( ’tants Itr1 ’2-0 billowing
the 01101 timing after t at, lit t
I mug 1.tses jrrn kid iilf in Kill in
111c lit 11 1/II sal 11111, us m11111114
1111111e1t111 L111.11111. al111 41111111C!
III dIC 011111 I/II a single Sr ming
outfielder 1 un ’.411 Rossini’
I liti 11.1,1111.111 1111till %%AMU.
11/111111111.11 MI 111,11 ssfrnr II .111,1
Sun iiIII
Cain’? 111/111

Wt 11,11111,y

1,11.

I
11,
41,1,1,11m
I, 1 ik,
. I, I,
11..
i LinoI, / I p in
ir 1,11 to 11)411
iri,
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Flight Fielder Don Doribow watchns a pop fly on his way to an 0-4 evening during the Giants loss last night
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Clash blows late two-goal lead; loses in shootout

I I I BY AARON SUO/11 SMRIAN
During the first half of the battle between the Clash and the Dallas Burn, Jo
Rodas (23) had the ball stolen from him by Richard Farrer (18). Branc
Pollard (26) was able to complete the play. Dallas won the game during
shootout because at the end of the second half the score was 2-2.
Laurie Calloway. They can consider
themselves lucky for winning this
game."
The Sim lose Clash played for 79
The game-tying goal came with less
animates Thursday like a team not conthan four minute’s remaining as Sall
tent with just qualifying for the Major
Jose, playing one man short, was
league Soccer playoffs.
attempting to clear the ball from ill
But for the final ii minutes of their
front of their net.
3-2 shootout loss to the Dallas Burn at
Burn forward Jason Kreis interceptSpartan Stadium. the Clash looked like
ed an errant pass and fired a 40-yard
a team deathly afraid Ill the top of the
volley that sailed just over the reach of
standings.
leaping Clash goalkeeper Tim Liner
"We showed everyone here tonight
and into the net.
how good we ,are," said forward Eric
Eight minutes earlier, midfielder
Wynalda. "Then we showed everyone
Brian HaVIleti had put Dallas on the
how had we are, all in the same game."
boiard with a goal from die left wing.
Needing a ihree-point win to move
"Dallas is a very good Warn,"
into a first -place tie in the Western
Calloway said. "They hung in there
Confeience, San lose o ontrolled the and scored two cry good goals.
S
eally :action at both ends, taking a 2-0
"We can’t dwell too much on the
lead 11110 the gaine’s linal moments.
shoi nom loss."
But Dallas 51 11)11 two goals in the
iVil When
The 111,11 h WAS
final I I minutes to tie the so lilt’ and
dt,l I thing a Set "lid -hall in Hem
tiiiii’,i 01.41)111, Whit Ii tit« won 3-1.
involving Clash fin %said Missael
’1 he se( ond Bum goal ante ,thel
Espinoza and Dallas goalkeepei Mal k
agui«.vie Ii
Clash defenilei )s, at
Dodd.
leo ening a led caul in
was sent off
Callowa said he thought a ItAll 01
the I34th
them fiilso minute% prIlaliS stilt Sht111(1 h.1%). tutu i ailed
5511(11 F.111110/.1 WAS kiiiii ktt1 Ill un’
hvi,,ic the (l)i lion," said Clash coat h

By Matt Romig

Spartan Daily Staff Write

I’M )1, 141 AW,11 SI )//1 - 51.551

field by Dodd, who appeared to taunt
the fallen Clash player after the play.
"I thought the foul on Espinoza was
ridiculous," said Calloway. it’s the referee’s job to protect the players out
there.
"But I’m not going to blame the referee tonight. We’ll blame ourselves."
After a scoreless first half, San Jose
took a 1-0 lead in the 40th minute
when Espinoza recovered a loose ball
in front of the net and beat Dodd for
his fifth goal in linir games.
Dodd had stopped a headea h om
Paul Bravo, but was unable to control
the ball or stop Espiniwa’s blast.
A three-point Will appeared imminent in the’ 74th minute when Bell
lroha headed ill a pass Flom Eric
Wymalda for a goal and a 2-0 advantage.
The goal was set tap when Burn
fouled
defender Richard Fit It’
Wynalcia, who was advancing the hall
down the right wing.
Wsnalda set the ball down for the
free kick and delivered a pass to he Ma
that he latei ileso ribed as "perfecto."
But Sall JI)se tailed to put a shot on
goal in the guilt’s final Ili minutes,
setting the stage fOr Dallas’ dramatic
comeback.
"This was one if the best games of
the year," said Dallas head coao h David
Dir, whose team won duce of four
meetings with San ,jose. "The atmosphere was just like a playoff pine."
Dir held legendary Mexican forward
flaw Sanchez out until the final
minute of regulation. Sant’ her was
ejected from Dallas’ Aug. 22 game
against the Clash alter an altercation
with San Jose’s john !Nide.
Simchez, Haynes mid Farm. each
successfully converted ’hell attempts
in the shootout. Only Wvnalda was
able ill beat IN add fin the ( lush
San lose leo-eked additional bad
news early in the day when defender
Troy Dayak was diagnosed with a herniated disk in his Imo k and plao ed on
iii until reserve.
The Wain MI111)11111 NI that Din ak
isillnnss the test ol Me season and tem
weeks it) hopes of .noiding
lot
singers.
Elie Clash navel to Los Angeles
SWAM fill 7:30 RM. «MR’S! against
the I.:alaxv.

1/111

Paul Bravo of the Clash was airing it out on this header. The results of
the shootout were Clash had one of five and Dallas had three of five

off the mark

WST
by Mark Parisi
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Test Date:
Oct. 5, 1996

Ill

pay too
much for

your Math, Science and
[riglish nviiretnents.
Get your

(losses

(it our sunny,
Ineotlitokint1 «nnpus.
lust (1 1 Srninute drive
from downtown Sun
lose, we’ve got smcall

$25 fee

(losses, easy !making, ond

Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

transfer rates to SISU.

one (il the highest

for your Free &The
www.evc.edu
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ADD to your portfolio

fall Semester begins
August 19th
Mini Semester begins
September 14th

San Jose State’s
award-winning magazine is
currently seeking talented
student free-lancers to contribute to the Spring 97
issue of Access
1 Apr i a mina
I]

writers:
Submit a query letter explaining your r,tory
idea by September 24 0 noon to Dwight
Bent& Hall, room 213.

and

photographers:
Drop of your portfolio by (no more than 20
images for photographers, 5 for illustra
tors) October 2 0 km to noon to
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 105.

Detailed contributer guidelines are available 0 DOH 213 Per further information call 408. 924. 3260
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Co-captain and TenniIle lead to victory SJSU Volleyball
Duo instrumental in first win
By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Deify Staff Writer

M.AtovNthw,
11ro11,m1PdcarNiqmiu.,
Si,
S(Ditii(t 11(.1.) ptiWtilS 1/.1%1 a SAD 1.1.11ISISI to ’DAD’ delendei during liresday night’s so(
game at Spartan Stadium Sayage, v,11,, had two assists on the night, was instrumental in the
Spartans’ hist III 11,15 ,olik St distill

II WAS almost the ’70s
revisited Tuesday as the
women’s soccer team relied
on the efforts of its duo
"the
co-captain
and
Tennille."
Tennille Ruggiero and
Team Co-captain Mk helle
k’argas each had first -hall.
goals to give the Spartans
their first win of the season
and a 2-1 victuiry rover the
San Francisco State :ators
at Spartan Stadium.
"We did mut h better this
time," said Spartan Coat h
Philippe Blin of his team,
wino ii improved to 1-2 overall. "(The game) wasn’t
pretty, but it was a win."
’the game featured 114
fouls, II by the Spartans
and seven by the Gators,
and three yellow t ards lor
roughness.
"W’e expec led it to be a
physic al game," Min said.
"We did battle with them
last year ... we talked about
it a lot, so we were prepared
today for anything.’
Ruggiero s«ited the
game’s first goal in the
22nd minute from 10 yards
away on passes fr, int lot
wit, s Slat it. Savage and
Vaigas. She said that !wising the ball was eas5, lout
shooting it wasn’t.
"It was a beautilid pass
hoin Mao it’.’’ Boggle! I, said
wally slat ted to nip
owl the hall and then I was
son tounded
hum It ui
people, kit I kepi kt. king
the kill as haid as I u ould
and it Finally went in."
The Spat tans s«ored
again in the 27th minute
when the ball delle( trd rill
the leg (il (knot go ialkeepet

Ryanne Mokenhuhr and
Vargas capitalized on the
rebound to give her team a
2-4.1 lead.
"In the last two games we
following
were
never
through on our shots,"
Vargas said. "So I told
myself I was going to l’ollow
through on my shots and
everyone else’s, and that’s
what I did."
Vargas and her teammates were busy billowing
up on shots Tuesday as the
Spar tans out -shun I hen
opponents 30-4.

team’s home
opener tonight

Thu (mt. stir t essf il shod

bir the Gators , amt. in the
72nd minute when midfielder leresa Fox It
Elena
bier
lea111111all
DeSantis otiu-tni-one with a
Spartan deliinder. Alter a
c triple of rout’ MUSA’S,
DeSitIlliS kit keit the ball
past a diving Attlee 111.0%411
ll’ad
II/ I 111
But that was all the
Gat,inst mId mitstur as llic%
(hopped Ii,

invtall.

Thri Spat tans mixt man It
will

la.

against

Sat tantrum Sian.

lite

I lot :nits

today. at
7:30 p.m
tart St_uthtitrnt.
IASI
SCAT
MAD 11
’W141,1’1’11 Itni.IN’s
is
still VISA ill Vargas’ 1111’IlltiIN.
"VAC haul a tough time
with them in the first hall
we nailed I-01," %’.if gas
ifo the Sl.’1
said,
hall we strut ed three g’ iii’.
in ’211 !ninnies tin bean thew
."
1,..trgas then admitted
why she I I11111111WIS that
game Iroin .1 year ,W) 111
( li-ti Is.
"Al 111.111V, I sc "fed all
llill’t
goals." \’,ugas
at

By Matt Romig
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Alter three
wins at the
Powerliar
Invitational,
SIS1-s volleyball
team
hi pits
Provident e
Myers
(:ollege
tonight
in
their home opener at 7:30
pan. in Spartitn Gym.
( :oat h Craig (lioate said
he was pleased with the
tuatiCs 3-1 remrd at the
Power liar tournament, but
would not say that his
Spat tails (3-4) had turned a
(1 /1’11(1 set
"cl 11,ISC a 10( or room
lot impiiweinent," Choate
said. "Our problem is that
Ws the simple stuff that we
r11 Ilinring trouble with. I
think that bias a lot to do
with the um itement factor
with the vi piing players."
to
\hung players at
new teammates fits been a
continuing theme for the
Spat tans this se,tson.
"We’w soil getting used to
ea, It other lull the «nirt,"
said sophomore Melissa
I 5 ei s, whom set of tied o. :trivet
anegory
highs in even V
Fi ulas against Tennessee
anI I
" \lris
is blin king as well
as we ( ould 1/1)..Nibl.’ ask hello,: ( lioate said
The young Spartans have
tl het adjustment ill make
tonight as they debut at
iii imc alter tWil
s111’11 111.)1( firs on the

road.
"Spartan (kim is a fun
place to play. said Choate
of the team’s home court.
"But being the first home
game, the young players
may have some trouble."
The coach said he was
impressed by the play of
junior Holly Froloff, who
earned all-tournament honors at the PowerBar along
with teammate Angie Sylvas.
’Fonight the Spartans host
a Providence team that won
the University of New
Hampshire Invitational last
week with wins over Marist,
Holy Cross and host New
Hampshire.
Senior captain Becky
Loftus made 214 kills for the
Friars and was named "Most
Valuable Player" of the tournament.
Spartan middle blocker
Brooke Jones said the team
focuses on their own game
than preparing fiir a specific.
opponent.
"It’s our strategy to play
our game regardless of who
is on the other side of the
net," said Jones, who leads
M1SI’ with a .380 hitting perChoate shared a similar
outlook 011 the «finest. "1
think if we mine to play,
we’ll beat them."
Freshman Darcy Walker,
who leads the team with 70
digs, injured fur ankle in
prat tice Tuesday but is
expected to play tonight.
The Spartans return to
the road Friday for the Oak
Volleyball
Mazda
Tree
Challenge in Santa Clara.

said, smiling

US hockey on brink of elimination
TinMIDNTRF.A1. (AI’ I
1/11111
t well Status 111(11111,111
I/111111111.1M )’ Ill It ’nigh’’, Lim, ’2
iil Mc Wald (apii1 I lu lu kes I haw
punish’’, ‘AID’S It Inciter sun I is
lat ing elinumini
-1Vi pea didn’t lulls I lir ssas sse
(lid to gut en ihis punt
nainent," I S tIclenstinan lii Ian
ing
1 vein hi said 1Vtilliesilas
1-’isi lulls .111.1% I’M lief
tin
.1 WIIIIIIWISI.111011’111111t whil ins
SItAl V/11111.111111 1’1111.0011111A
hut bug plus is IIDI skating and
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111,11141HO; (1
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imp! t Isis, Ir’.l111 g1 1111g 111111 IIII
1111.1IS.
ltiui thus wef outplayed Ins the

For Students who have children and are looking for
iaiirdable care

we are lust around the corner,’
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375 South Third Street
San Jose CA
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Call Kathy Siva
408 295 4011 Ext 237
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when
ended
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Hie
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’Mike Richter.
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Bird provides surprise on migration, navigation
NEW YORK (AP) - A small brownish
warbler has made scientists change their
tune about how migrating birds know
which way to fly.
Scientists have long thought the birds
basically navigate by the stars. Although
birds can also sense the Earth’s magnetic
field, scientists have thought this was a
backup used on cloudy nights.
An unusual experiment showed that a
young garden warbler needs information
from both the magnetic field and the stars
to choose the right heading on its first
migration. The stars alone are only good
enough to send the bird generally south.

It’s a surprise that warblers need to combine both navigation systems rather than
using one or the other at various times,
said Charles Walcott, a professor of neurobiology and behavior at Cornell University
in Ithaca, N.Y.
"It’s both belt and suspenders," he said.
"For reasons we don’t understand, birds
seem to want to use both of these things."
The garden warbler is a plump bird with
a round head and stubby -bill that breeds
in central and northern Europe and
spends its winters in Africa.
The work was reported in Thursday’s
issue of the journal Nature by the hus-

band-and-wife team of Wolfgang and
Roswitha Wiltschko and graduate student
Peter Weindler of the University of
Frankfurt in Germany.
Wolfgang Wiltschko, a professor of zoology, said he suspects other migrating birds
probably have the same system garden
warblers do.
James Gould, a professor of ecology and
evolutionary behavior at Princeton
University, said Wiltschko may be right.
He also said the research implies that
young birds store their flight plans as magnetic field cues and then translate that to a
mental star map. That’s just the opposite

of what scientists had believed, he said.
The German researchers did their
experiment with warblers that had been
taken from their nests four to six days after
birth and kept in laboratory cages. Until
the birds were old enough to migrate, they
lived beneath an artificial sky that had
small lights AS stars, set up to indicate
north as it rotated through the day.
One group of warblers experienced the
bogus sky along with the local magnetic
field. For the other group, the local magnetic field was wiped out with electromagnetic coils. So they had only the stars to
chart their course,

Classi ted
Tits SPARTAN DAILY
MORTGAGE BROKER TRAINEE.
rnekem no clan for products of entry level. Any major. Learn various
services ishertleed below nor la skills of Financial Industry.
there any guarantee Implied. The Contact Jennifer @ 371-9911.
claselfled colon’s of the Suntan Class of 1995.
Daily consist of peld arhertfaIng
and offerings are not approved or VALET PARKERS - PIT, nights &
verified by the newspaper.
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
have min. 1 year customer service
experience, and desire to serve
EMPLOYMENT
people. Polite, well groomed,
NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION ASST and professional attitude only.
Spartan Daily Student Assistant. 19 years+. S5.75/hour. + tips.
Paste up/Camera position. 1520 Call Mike, 800-825-3871.
flex hours Sun.-Thur. $6.50 per
hour. For more info, call Tim Burke STUDENT ASSISTANT at County
at 9243274. Stop by the Spartan Office of Education. Two positions
Daily DBH 203 or DBH 209 to fill available: 12 hours and 20 hours
out an application.
per week. Pay: 56.94/hr. Send
resume to SCCOE, CEP-MC 243.
1290 Ridder Park Dr., San Jose
PEET’S COFFEES, TEA
LOS GATOS
95131-2398.
Our Los Gatos store is currently
interviewing for morning retail NEED 1 OR 2 STUDENTS to help
sales people. Apply at 798.1 run a "Kids Fab Der on Sept. 28.
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos. Flexible hours between now and
Starting rate is 56.50 an hour then. Major in Rec or teaching
with medical. dental, 401(k), preferred. Call 282-1500.
discounts, vacation, sick and
promotional opportunities. We HELP WANTED
encourage applicants from people Men/Women earn $480- weekly
of all ages, races and ethnic assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home. [op
backgrounds.
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
TUTORS NEEDED. tam $10$15 openings your local area. Call
per hour. We get students to call 1 520-6807891 ext 0198.
you. Call Jack 2276685.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
2 COOKS OR TRAINEE, PT. 10am- sell discount subcriptions to Bay
4pm & 6.10pm wkdays & week. Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
ends. Clean, dependable, talre cede Flexible hrs gam-9pm. Downtown
in wait Awly Itanarsi, 300 Orchard near lightrail 4 blocks fran SJSU.
City Or. Campbell Near Pruneyarcl. Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
YMCA NOW HIRING
LOOKING FOR A JOB that has
Directors and Teachers
for School-age and Preschool
reward, networking possibilities,
Child Care. Full Time & Part Time. flint* hours &requires creativity’?
For
If you are organized & people ori615 (CE or related units.
ented, this could be your Job. The
M(00 info coil Maw 298-3888.
Environmental Resource Center
INSURANCE Growing Mtn View (ERC) in WSQ 115 is hiring a Co
Allstate agency seeks highly mots Director. Call 9245467a stop by.
sated sales associate with good
communication skills. Flex hrs. + FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
com Bilingual preferred. High FT & PT positions avail. in busy
income potential Call 9689685
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
available. flex hrs. Must be 21.
P/TOFRCE WORK Campbell Flex $8 59/hr to start. 7339446, ask
nrs. Organized/reliable. PC-wirdows, for Wendy or Victor.
Bookkeeping, Occasional driving
Need references Call 8749998
CLERICAL ASSOCIATE
Golden State T’s. d leading
SANDERS AMERICAN COOKING sportswear distributor. seeks a
NOW hiring enthusiastic indiVidualS Clerical Associate Position available
to work in a fastroacei. hi voune. rnmediately
sier a, file invoices
teamwork oriented restaurant
’Generate computer letters
Positions include ’Bartenders
Mail daily invoices. monthly
*Captains. .Servers. "Line Cooks
statements & catalogs
& *Dishwashers. Please drop in or
’Organize 8, send out credit
call during the hours of 9am 4prn
inquiries
233 3rd St
*Assist Accountant
Los Abs. Ca 94022
’Work 20 hours per week
(415194145209
Available Monday Friday
57 00 per hour
REPECTIONIST PARTT1ME Si
Assist patients in selecting eye Work for a company that truly
glass frames, file, type. phones appreciates its staff Apply in
Private Optometry Ofc Eve/wknd person between Barn ard 5 30pm
hrs Call/fax resume 2269759
Golden State is
2110 Zenker Road
San loose. CA 95131
WAITPERSON NEEDED
At the corner of Cheroot & Zenker
Days. Mon thru Fri 10arn 5pm
in the back row of buildings
Salary & Benefits Tips
Apply in person Breamia AIMS
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
5027 Almaden ExP San Jose
FT/PT positions awailable with
work
at
Infans, Teachers, Preschool &
to
NEEDED
CASHIERS
remodeled Chevron Station Two SCOOCil Age Great advancement &
growth
opportunity Good benefits
3964
295
locations Please call
Immedate openings (CE units
or 2f40317
preferred Call PRIMARY PLUS
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS 4083700357
PI & Fl Flex
Dakruge Ma
hours Mgmr position open Cail 151000m POSSIIII.E TYPING. Part
Tine At Horne Toll Free 1800894
George 7797(3)9
9778 en T 2236 for Listings
WRITING INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE
mined De 4cra conste’s marketing
office Intern rubor pad, also sawy
based on cap 20 hrs/wk. lira* AP
echp 408/8648672
she &

KIdePark - TEACHER. PT/FT
at a No, Quality ocensed drop in
play center for 2 12 year olds
Minimum 6 (CE units required
Flexible day. evening & weekend
hours Eleriefts am+ Cane by or cal
Soztri San Jae
Near Oakridge Mall
7(418880
Wes Sir Jose
Near Valley Fair
9852599
Frernont
Al the HUB
510 7929997

TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR- P/T Inst.
elem. schools. Degree/cred. not
req. Work around college sched.
Opp. for teaching experience.
VM 409287-4170 x408. EOE/AAE
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or way in paw. Mon-Sun 7-7.
4082865880. 555 D Martian he.
Between San Carlos and Palmer,
behrid the Card ad Patty Rae, SJ.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed lithe inmediate
area NI-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
SUBSTTIUTESFLEXIBLE HOURS
Small World Schools is hiring substitute teachers for our 13 day
care centers. Units in (CE. Rec,
Psych. Sot, or Ed required. These
may be completed or you can be
currently enrolled. This is a great
position for students. We can work
around your school schedule,
even if you are only available 1a2
afternoons. Cal 4013 379-3203 x20.
YWCA
Immediate Openings
Part Time Teachers Positions
School-age child care centers
8 locations in San Jose
Pay Scale $6.00 $9.00 hr.
Morning & Afternoon Available
Minimum requirement.
12 or more units in the following:
(CE, EE, Child Development,
Recreation, Psychology, Sociology,
Physical Education, Nursing,
Social Welfare, Home Economics.
Or Human Services/Performance.
Experience Preferred.
CAL1PATIE SANTOS 2654011220
RECREATION LEADER PT. after
school playground programs in Si
area, N3F. 1045 hrs./wk.. $9.80
hr. P/up applications 8/26-9/13
at City Hall. 801 N 1st St. Rm
207 Testing 9/14 Great leader
ship. programming & problem
solving Skills preferred
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
Willing to work flexible tours and
make great money? American
Radio is expanding, and needs
you now, Don’t wait call Marge at
(4015 9955905
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to 52.000,mionth World travel
Seasonal & full time positions No
exp necessary. For info call
1706.971 3550 ext. C60416
81000’s FORNILE REM= 8001111
Part Time. Al Home Tell Free
8098989778 ext 82236 for
L stings
Certain advertisements In
thews column may relit the
reader to specific taMphons
numbers or addresses for
additionI Information
CleseMad readers should be
mininded theL *Ism nuking
them %cher contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or eernces.
In addition, readers should
care** hemstitch* all hen
Owing employment hennas
ocoupons for discount
lelealkeks or morelondl se

OFNCE ASST. Potthe Cota/Pmt
Shop Downtown Skins if computer,
phone. basic door & sling Call for
aPef 9774000, ask for Pick
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours
Great for Students!
ng Downtown Senlose
Inner City Express
22W Saint John St San Jose
TENCNIM/A1013/IIEC. LEADERS
Elementary school age recreation
program. P/T from 2.6pm, MT
during the sthool year, turns into
FIT be PIT) during summer camp
program. Excellent salary. Los
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept.
Call Janet at 354-8700x23

Print your ad 111111116

ISLANDER BAR & MU. MT. VIEW
FT/PT wartperson needed at our
VOLUNTEERS
Hawaiian Restaurant.
Easy work no experience needed. HELP ANIMALS! Rescue Agency
needs walkers, cuddles, cleaners
Great for Students!
& feeders 4 cats & dogs. 415Cal 415/967-6867 afto 4:3Cern.
9603782.
TELEPHONE SOLICITOR Part
Time. Solicit donations of used
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Golden State Is, a leading goods. 2pm-8pm, Mon - Fn. Apply
ANNOUNCEMENTS
sportswear distributor, seeks a at: Goodwill 1080 N. 7th San
FAST FUICRAISER Raise $500 n 5
Warehouse Team Player. Position Jose, CA 95112.
dws-Gwom, Groups, Cubs. rnottrated
available immediately.
individuals. Fast, easy No financial
‘Pull orders
obligation 1-800862-1982o2.33.
Stock inventory
GREEK
Unload trucks
SIUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
SEEKING CONTESTANTS! Look’Assist willcall customers
Only $57.00 per year.
"Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon ing for talented African American
males who want to have the tale
Save 3096- 60%
"Monday Friday
on your dental needs.
of Mr. Black Rhayale. Call Kim Watts
$7.00 per hour
For info call 1-809655-3225.
Work for a company that truly at 415-327-6303. Sponsored by
appreciates its staff. Apply in Sigma Gamma Rho & Iota Ph Theta
person between Sam ard 5:30pm.
FOR RENT
Golden State T’s
2110 Zanker Road
SERVICES
2 BORK APARMENT 9350/140.
San lopse. CA 95131
Security type building
At the corner of Charcot & Zanker PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Secure Parking
accepting students who wish to
in the back row of buildings.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
Close In
levels welcome: Beginning. Modern Building
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Awn Intermediate or Advanced. Learn Laundry Room
couples need your help to conceive. any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock, Village Apts. 576 S 5th St.
Can you help? Ages 21 29. Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk. (408) 295-6893.
non-smoker, healthy & res4s3rable. Call Bill at 408.298-6124.
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE close
Generous stipend and expenses
paid. Other ethricates also needed. WRITING HELP. Fast professional to SJSU. Available 10-3. NonPlease cal WWFC 1-5198209495. editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. smoker. No pets. Prefer one
Essays, letters, application person. Call Ed @ 297.3532.
statements, proposals, reports.
DAY CARE TEACHERS
Small World Schools is hiring P/T etc For more into, please Call
and F/T teachers for our school- Dave Bolick at 510.601.9554.
SHARED HOUSING
age day care programs in San VISA/MasterCard. FAX. &Mall.
HOUSENIATE WANTED: Must be
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in
(CE, Rec, Psych, Soc. or Educ TYPING UNLIMITED for all your feline tolerant 13 indoor cats).
required These may be completed typing needs Reports, Resumes, Female owns 2bOrrn/2bath condo
or you be currently enrolled. Call Cover Letters. 408 441.7461. in Si. Walk to Cal Train/Lt. Rail. 1
mile to SJSU. Perfect for grad stu
Pick up and delrvery options.
3743200 x20
dent. Haw wu coin balicen, bdrrn.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any & parking Furnished: $450/mo.
SHERATON SAN JOSE
is now seeking candidates
subject. Why suffer and get poor Unfurnished: 5425/mo..+ 1/2 iii.
for the following positions:
grades when help is lust a call Call 4082805422.
away’ Harvard Ph.D (former
FRONT DESK
college teacher) assists with So. 12111 St. CHARMING HOUSE
Guest Service Agent
research & writing. Tutorial also Great Yard. Washer/dryer, Parking.
PBX Operator
Friendly. caring, confidential 5400/mo. Avail Sept 2978873.
Bell Person
Convenient Peninsula location
140USEKEEPING:
Dissertation/thesis specialist
Guest Room Attendant
ROOMS FOR RENT
House Person
Samples & references available Single $350/ Double $225 each
FAX Resume to 9431707 or
Chinese & other languages INCLUDES UTILITIES AND CABLE.
*Apply in Person spoken Foreigners welcome!
Next to Campus. Free Parking.
For free tips, tools and ideas on
Meal Plan avail 45 inch TV.
1801 Barber In. Milpitas
how to improve your writing,
Pool. PingPong. Foosball
Job Hotline 9430600. eat 151
Students only please
visit our user friendly Websae
Equal Opportunity Employer
Visit at 211 South 11th St
at http://www.aclpluccom
CALL KEVIN 14081 275 1657
Regular email acirianetcorn corn
STARVING STUDENTS
You don’t have to be, Inter-nation Call for free phone consultation
al co seeking highly motivated. (415) 5.26011015..ask for Doha
SPORTS/THRILLS
Personabie students looking to
earn F/T income on a P/T basis
100% PURE ADRENAL1NEt
Extremely flexible hours Serious WORD PROCESSING
There is nothing compared to
inquiries only 408 243 4034
the exhilaration experienced by
Ask for Eric
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
SLieme & E.,glish papers/theses
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft
TOWEL ABROAD AND WORK Ma* our specialty Laser printing
up to $25 idat-i/tir reaching basic APA. Turanian and other formats. SJSU student owned & operated
RAY AREA SKYDIVING
conversational English in Japan Resumes, editing, graphics
1-1510-834-71575.
Taiwan, or S Korea No teaching and other services available on
background or Asian languages either WordPerfect or Word
required For information call Masterson’s Word Processing
1706971 3570 ext 160414.
Cali Paul or Virginia 40(42510449
COMPUTERS ETC,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Unav. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. M -F, 8-5pm.

ALASKA EMPLOYMEPIT Students TWO’S Ward Promoting florios CLASSROOM COMPUTER CO.
3549 Haven Ave. IH
Needed’ Fishing Industry Earn up ResurtiesSchool Papers" Flyers
Menlo Park, CA 94025
to 53.00056,000. per month
Puwierpoint presentations
Ph 1(400)8005115
Room and Board, Transportation,
*Color output
FM 14151 306 1120
Male or Female No experience
VERY LOW RATES
Caii Today, 408.77:83113
Refurbished Computers
necessary Call I 206971 3510
SCH(X)L SPECIALS
ext A60415
Mac SE & Classic
AFFORDABLE &EXPERIENCED’
LC II, LC III
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Perform’) 475
FT/PT positions awailabte with Papers. Nursing, Group Protects,
PowerMacs
Infants. Toddlers Preschool & 1415SIVELS Al Formats. Specializing
InNet Printers
In APA Spelling/Grammar/
School Age Great advancement &
Punctuation/ Editing 24. ye tap
Laser Printers
growth opportunity Good benefits
Matrix Printers
PAM’S
Dot
Immediate openings (CI units
WP 5 I/Widen
preferred Call PRIMARY PLUS PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSM
flarnaprn
747 7681.
4083700357

FON NAnoNAL / Mecy as cu 408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces. including letters, numbers. punctuation 8, spaces between words
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AUTO FOR SALE

HEALTH & BEAUTY

88 MAZDA AX-7 6XL 2+2, 5 spd
*Int condition, original owner
$6250 or B/0. Call 7490224.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted ham removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
347-7488.

FOR SALE

MEN WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permit
minty remove your urwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin RAMPAPER FAX BROTHEFi 987x1. Tummy etc. Students & faculty
numphone
receive
15% discount. First appt.
Luke new, 30+ preset
bers. $400 ob.o. 408/9514978. 1/2 price if made before 12-31-96.
Hair Today Gone TOMOITOW. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. 017. Campbell.
lit RAISE YOUR GRADES III
OM 379-3500
SJSU 4.0 GPA students share thee
secrets! Benefit from their expertencel NEW Self-tutoring Tech- TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
niques! For booklet, send 54.99+ Electrolysis is the answer!!
.99 S&H to SYNERGIX, Dept SD I remove hair from any where
1794 Plaza Casitas, San Jose, CA on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
95132.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 9939093.
MortSat./ Free Cons./ Eve appts.
INSURANCE
NI Students Receive 20)6Discount.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
SCHOLARSHIPS
Serving SJSU for 20 years
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’ Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car" available. All students are elgible
regardless of grades. income.
296.5270
CALL TODAY
or parent’s income. Let us help.
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE NO OBUGAT1ON
Call Student Financial Services:
1-8002636495 ext. 860416.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

CLASSY TV STAND LOS. 6’Dresser
$55. Walnut Desk $65. 2 Dining
Tables 515 ea Van:us Ctors $15 ea
Wood Wardrobe $35. Venous lamps
$10 ea. Me 51 4082668918.

FREE MONEY Re Wm DUMMY
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for Scholarship Resource Services.
pennies on $1 Delinquent Tax, 408261-8676
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1(400894-9778 Ext. 44-2236
for current listings.
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DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

NANNY NEEDED
’s Thu. 77 Si my Les Gatos rune
For 3 &taw 408/3548025

When the time for migration came, the
birds were put in octagonal cages under a
bogus stationary’ sky and an obliterated
magnetic field. Now scientists could see
what they had learned.
Warblers that grew up with the stars plus
the magnetic field tried to escape toward
what the sky said was southwest. That was
the right direction for migrating. The
birds that had grown up with only the stars
erroneously headed almost due south, on
average.
Gould said due south works fine for
most migratory birds, which don’t fly a
dogleg route like the warblers.

,/

one classification:

57
58
60
62
63
64
65
66
67

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Speckled fish
- up a fuss
Was aware
Dwelling
"Garfield"
h
Tall
Topple
"M’A’S’H’ actor
Tai Mahal site
Obtain
- and hearty
Clay target
shooting
Greek letter
Uses a water
gun
Numbers
Middle of a
wheel
Rendered fats
Pest
Excited
Actor
George C
Wild pig
Ambitious one
Pace
Color
Crocheted
items
Diners’ needs
Musical
composition
Actress Barton
Peach stones
Rock -concert
need
Flu symptom
Authentic
I arge-eyed
monkey
Sloped area
Giant in fairy
tales
Overact
Understands
the line
obeyed
S nger
Springfield
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7 Doing nothing
8 Spanish
hero Fl
9 Large green
parrot
10 Tough brownish
fabric
11 African river
12 Heron
13’
New
Pussycat?"
22 Had a meal
23 Deli
sandwiches
24 Move a hit
25 Close
26 Stop
27 Iris
28 Shakespearean
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Liassited deck IS located in Dwight Bente tie!

5erid check or rribney order

Room 204
Deadline 1000a m two weekdays before publication
on
canceled
ads
All ads are prepaid No refunds
Hates for consecutive publications dates only

II QUESTIONS? CALL (405)588.3277
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__ ..t.arcO i.niusing
_Rea E stale
__:,ervices
_Health/Beauty.
_ Sports/thrift*
Insurance
_Entertainment.
_Travel
Tutoring.
_Word Processing
_Scholarships

*Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ms must be placed in person in
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered fres, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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villain
29 Sailor’s drink
32 Neither fish fowl
33 Assists in
Crane
34 Alaskan city
35 Billowing
garment
:36 God of love
38 Astonish
39 Average
grades
42 Skinny
4:I Disheveled
45 Simmered
46 Make a choice
4/ Approaches
48 Pond film. e g
49 Feather
SO Saves
53 Skin (an apple
54 Writer - Oz
55 Mongrel
56 Mice, to cats
58 Decompose
59 Conceit
61 Flightless bird
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Jose State University

Proposition
209 fight

HOLE LOT OF PAIN

Presidents urged to skirt
appearance of conflict
P11010 BY DAVE
LUCHANSKY-SPARIAN DAILY
Roel
Cunanan, 23,
responds to
the first of
two piercings
at Pierce/Ink
on First
Street on
Wednesday.
As Becky
Hoge pushes
the cold
12gauge
needle
through his
tongue,
Cunanan,
who admits
addiction to
body piercing, thought,
"Why am I
doing it
again?"
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LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) The chancellor
of California State University has urged the 23
school presidents to avoid possible conflicts by forgoing a joint statement on the anti-affirmative
action initiative.
Proposition 209 would end race and gender
preferences for most state hiring arid education if
It passes in November.
Some presidents, notably CSU Sacramento
President Donald Gerth, have come under fire
from the proposition’s supporters for discussing
plans to oppose it. Ward Connerly, campaign
chairman for the measure, this month accused
Gerth of illegally making plans on state time. He
threatened to complain to the Legislature.
Only the board of trustees may represent the
views of the university, Chancellor Barry Munitz
said Tuesday at a trustee’s meeting, and the board
has decided not to make a statement.
"The presidents don’t have the standing to do
this," Munitz said. "I would encourage them to be
extremely active on their own campuses organizing debates and talking about it, though."
Private, individual opposition should cause no
problems. Munitz said.
Several presidents had been working on a joint
statement of opposition.
Robert Corrigan. president of San Francisco
State, regretted that a collective statement was
unlikely. But he said it was Munitz, not Coimerly,
who made the call.
"I don’t believe there is a single president that is
concerned about Ward Connerlv he said. "What
they are concerned about is maintaining a very,
very good relationship with the Cal State board."
"The bully didn’t win," Gerth said of Connerly.
"I think we may well be better off addressing the
matter individually."
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approval. "but because abortion is such a
sensitise, politically charged issue, Planned
Parenthood wanted to go the extra mile."
’rhe National Right to Life Committee
ondenined
the
two-drug abortion
methrid. "Melina’ exalt. may cause serious
omplit ail, )11s 101 the mother and stops the
beating heat t
her unborn child, ’ said
nue leadei, Nivia (,ans.
1)r. Mic hael hut chill, vice president of
medic al .111.111S in Planned Parenthood,
nitwit side
said their al ,
eller ts nittiting, nausea, chattily:I
titan the incilinit exalt..

IN A SPORT WHERE YOU CAN’T USE YOUR HANDS,
YOU HAVE TO CHOOSE YOUR SHOES VERY CAREFULLY.

NIKE
FACTORY
STORE
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PRICES
OUTLETS AT GILROY ; TAKE HWY 101 TO LEAVESLEY ROAD EXIT TO 152 WEST / MON-FRI 10AM-9PM SAT 9AM-9PM SUN 10AM-6PM 14081847-4300

